A sufficient condition for the uniform modulus of continuity of a random field X = {X(t), t ∈ R N } is provided. The result is applicable to random fields with heavy-tailed distribution such as stable random fields.
Introduction
Sample path continuity and Hölder regularity of stochastic processes have been studied by many authors. The celebrated theorems of Kolmorogov [cf. Khoshnevisan (2002) ] and Garsia (1972) provide uniform modulus of continuity for rather general stochastic processes and random fields. For Gaussian processes, a powerful chaining argument leads to much deeper results; see the recent books of Talagrand (2006) , Marcus and Rosen (2006) and Adler and Taylor (2007) . Some of the results on uniform modulus of continuity have been extended to non-Gaussian processes provided the tail probabilities of the increments of the process decay fast enough [see Csáki and Csörgő (1992) , Kwapień and Rosiński (2004) ].
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in sample path continuity of stochastic processes with heavy-tailed distributions such as certain infinitely divisible processes including particularly stable processes. See Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) , Marcus and Rosiński (2005) and the references therein for more information. Since many of such processes do not have finite second moment, the aforementioned results on the uniform modulus of continuity do not apply. There have been only a few results on uniform modulus of continuity for stable processes; see Bernard (1970) , Takashima (1989) , Maejima (1991a, 1991b) 
A general result on uniform modulus of continuity
Let X = {X(t), t ∈ T } be a real-valued random field on a compact metric space (T, d). In this section we establish a general result on uniform modulus of continuity of X. Similar to the proofs of Kolmogorov's continuity theorem and Dudley's entropy theorem [see Khoshnevisan (2002) , Talagrand (2006) , Marcus and Rosen (2006) or Adler and Taylor (2007) ], our method is also based on the powerful chaining argument. However, in order to be able to apply the method to random fields with heavy-tailed distributions such as stable random fields, we will make two modifications. One is that we will rely more on the geometry of the parameter set T and choose approximating chains more carefully so that, at the n-th step of the chain, there are κ 0 N n pairs of random variables, where N n is the 2 −n -entropy number of T and κ 0 is a constant, instead of N n N n−1 pairs as in Talagrand (2006) or Adler and Taylor (2007) . This is important for deriving correct rate function for the modulus of continuity for processes with heavy-tailed distributions. The second modification is, instead of trying to control the tail probabilities of the increment of X(t) over every step of the chain as in the aforementioned references, we control the γ-th moments of the maximum increments over the steps. Here γ ∈ (0, 1] is a constant. This latter argument extends an idea of Kôno and Maejima (1991b) who studied the modulus of continuity of an H-self-similar α-stable process with stationary increments and satisfying α ∈ (1, 2) and 1 α < H < 1. We assume that there is a sequence {D n , n ≥ 1} of finite subsets of T satisfying the following conditions:
(i). There exists a positive integer κ 0 depending only on (T, d) such that for every τ n+1 ∈ D n+1 , the number of points τ n ∈ D n satisfying d(τ n+1 , τ n ) ≤ 2 −n is at most κ 0 . Such a point τ n is called a D n -neighbor of τ n+1 . We denote by O n (τ n+1 ) the set of all D nneighbors of τ n+1 .
(ii). [Chaining property] For every s, t ∈ T with d(s, t) ≤ 2 −n , there exist two sequences {τ p (s), p ≥ n} and {τ p (t), p ≥ n} such that τ n (s) = τ n (t) (i.e., the two chains have the same starting point) and, for every p ≥ n, both τ p (s) and
, then there exists an integer q ≥ n such that τ p (s) = s (or τ p (t) = t) for all p ≥ q.
Condition (ii) implies that, for every n, T is covered by d-balls with radius 2 −n and centers in D n ; and the collection of all the points in {D n , n ≥ 1} is dense in T , i.e.,
When T is a closed interval in R N and d is a metric which is equivalent to the ℓ ∞ metric |s − t| ∞ = max 1≤j≤N |s j − t j |, it is convenient to choose a sequence {D n , n ≥ 1} satisfying the above conditions. For example, if T = [0, 1] N and d is the ℓ ∞ metric, then, for any integer n ≥ 1, one can take D n to be the collection of all vertices of dyadic cubes of order n which are contained in T . Note that in this case, {D n , n ≥ 1} is increasing (i.e., D n ⊂ D n+1 for every n ≥ 1) and for every τ n ∈ D n , the number of D n−1 -neighbors of τ n is at most κ 0 := 3 N − 1.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.1 Let X = {X(t), t ∈ T } be a real-valued random field on a compact metric space (T, d) and let {D n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of finite subsets of T satisfying Conditions (i) and (ii). Suppose σ :
Then X has a continuous version, still denoted by X, such that for all ε > 0
, n ≤ p ≤ q} and {τ p (t), n ≤ p ≤ q} be the two approximating chains to s and t given by Condition (ii). The triangle inequality and the fact τ n (s) = τ n (t) imply
It is helpful to note that, for each p ≥ n + 1, the maximum in (2.3) is taken over at most κ 0 N p increments, where N p denotes the cardinality of D p .
For any integer n ≥ 1, let
It follows from (2.3), the elementary inequality |a + b| γ ≤ |a| γ + |b| γ (γ ∈ (0, 1] and a, b ∈ R) and (2.1) that
Hence Markov's inequality gives that for all integers n ≥ 1 and real numbers u > 0
For any ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ) and η > 0, by taking u = η(log 2 n ) (1+ε)/γ , we derive from (2.4) that
which is summable. The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies almost surely
for all n large enough. Therefore,
Since D is dense in T , it is standard to derive from (2.5) that X has a continuous version (still denoted by X) such that for all ε > 0,
By (2.6), the properties of σ and a monotonicity argument we derive (2.2). This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
From now on, we will not distinguish X from its continuous version. The following result follows directly from Theorem 2.1 and is often more convenient to use. Corollary 2.2 Let X = {X(t), t ∈ T } be a real-valued random field on a compact metric space (T, d) and let {D n , n ≥ 1} be as in Theorem 2.1. Assume that there exist constants γ ∈ (0, 1], δ > 0 and K > 0 such that
for all integers n ≥ 1. Then for all ε > 0, ρ(s, t) = max
For every n ≥ 1, define
In the above and in the sequel, #D denotes the cardinality of D and Q = 
for all integers n ≥ 1, then for any ε > 0,
Proof Note that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. By (2.2) we have that for all
For any s, t ∈ [0, 1] N , there is an integer n such that 2 −n−1 ≤ ρ(s, t) < 2 −n . Then (2.12), together with the properties of σ, implies that
for all s, t ∈ [0, 1] N such that ρ(s, t) is small. Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, this proves (2.11).
Maximal moment index
It is clear that condition (2.1) [or (2.7)] is essential for Theorem 2.1. In many cases such as when X = {X(t), t ∈ T } is a Gaussian or stable random field, or has stationary increments, one can normalize the random variables X(τ n ) − X(τ ′ n−1 ) so that (2.7) is reduced to conditions on the maximal γ-moments of a sequence of "homogeneous" random variables.
Motivated by this, we introduce the notion of maximal γ-moment index for a (not necessarily stationary) sequence of random variables which, in turn, provides some sufficient conditions for (2.7) to hold. Definition 3.1 Let {ξ k , k ≥ 1} be a sequence of random variables such that, for some positive constants γ and
Some remarks are in order.
• If 0 < γ < β, then Jensen's inequality implies that θ γ ≤ γ β θ β .
•
• The maximal γ-moment index carries some information about the dependence structure and distributional properties of {ξ k , k ≥ 1}. Usually the choice of γ is determined by the heaviness of the tail probabilities of {ξ k , k ≥ 1}. For a fixed γ, smaller value of θ γ indicates more dependence among {ξ k , k ≥ 1}. This can be seen through the two extreme examples of stationary processes {ξ k , k ≥ 1}: If ξ k ≡ ξ, then θ γ = 0; while if ξ k (k ≥ 1) are i.i.d. and satisfy the conditions (3.9) and (3.11) below, then θ γ = γ/α for γ ∈ (0, α). Further evidence can be found in Samorodnitsky (2004) where it is shown that the partial maxima of long-range dependent stable processes grow slower than those of short-range dependent processes.
The following consequence of Theorem 2.1 shows the usefulness of maximal γ-moment index in determining the uniform modulus of continuity.
Corollary 3.2 Let X = {X(t), t ∈ R N } be a continuous random field with values in R and let
We assume there exist constants γ ∈ (0, 1] and
Consider the normalized random variables Proof For any ε > 0, it follows from (3.1) that
for all n large enough. Combining this with (3.3) we derive
for all integers n large enough. Hence (3.5) follows from Corollary 2.2.
As an example, we show that the following multiparameter version of Kolmogorov's continuity theorem follows from Corollary 3.2. 
Then X has a version which is uniformly Hölder conditions on
Proof For any integer n ≥ 1, let D n be defined by (3.2) and let {ξ k , k ≥ 1} be the sequence of the normalized random variables in (3.4). By (3.6), we see that (3.3) is satisfied with γ = β and H = N +δ β . In order to verify the second condition in Corollary 3.2, we note that E |ξ k | γ = 1 for every k ≥ 1 and use the trivial bound E max 1≤k≤m |ξ k | γ ≤ m for all integers m ≥ 1 to derive θ γ ≤ 1. Then it is clear that the conclusion of Corollary 3.3 follows from Corollary 3.2.
In the rest of this section, we study the maximal moment indices for several classes of random variables. The following lemma on Gaussian sequences will be useful in the next section. 
In particular, for every γ ∈ (0, 1], the maximal γ-moment index of {ξ k , k ≥ 1} is 0.
(ii) If |E(ξ j ξ k )| ≤ δ for a constant δ ∈ (0, 1) and for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, then there exists a constant
Proof This lemma is well known, and we include a proof for completeness. Part (i) can be proved by using the metric entropy method. For any fixed integer n ≥ 1, let T = {1, . . . , n} equipped with the canonical metric 
which yields (3.7).
Under the condition of (ii), we have If {ξ k , k ≥ 1} is a sequence of random variables such that ξ k Ψ ≡ K < ∞, then (1.53) in Talagrand (2006) implies that E max 1≤k≤n |ξ k | ≤ K Ψ −1 (n). This result extends Part (i) of Lemma 3.4. By taking Ψ(r) = r p (p ≥ 1), one gets an upper bound for E max 1≤k≤n |ξ k | when {ξ k , k ≥ 1} is a sequence of random variables with the same finite p-th absolute moments. The following lemma is applicable to α-stable random variables. 
then for any γ ∈ (0, α) and ε > 0 there is a finite constant K 7 such that
for all integers n ≥ 2. Consequently, for any γ < α, we have θ γ ≤ γ/α.
(ii) If there exists a positive constant K 8 such that
and for all integers n ≥ 1 and u > 0 12) then, for any γ ∈ (0, α), there is a constant K 9 > 0 such that
for all integers n ≥ 1.
Remark 3.6 Clearly (3.12) is satisfied if the random variables ξ k (k ≥ 1) are independent or, more generally, if the random variables |ξ k | (k ≥ 1) are negatively orthand dependent, that is, for all n ≥ 1 and x 1 , . . . , x n > 0,
Moreover, by modifying the proof of Part (ii) of Lemma 3.5, one can show that, if we assume in (i) that the random variables |ξ k | (k ≥ 1) satisfies
Proof of Lemma 3.5 Let γ ∈ (0, α) and ε > 0 be given constants. To prove Part (i), let Φ : R + → R + be a nondecreasing and convex function satisfying Φ(0) = 0 and
Here and in the sequel,
Then the inverse function of Φ(x), denoted by Φ −1 (x), is nonnegative, nondecreasing and concave on [0, ∞). Moreover,
By (3.9) and (3.14) we derive E Φ(|ξ k | γ ) ≤ K 10 for all k ≥ 1, where K 10 is a positive constant depending on K 6 , α, ε and γ only. This and Jensen's inequality together imply
Combining this and (3.15) yields (3.10). To prove Part (ii), we write
It follows from (3.12) and (3.11) that
for all u > K 1/α 8 . By using the elementary inequality
we derive from (3.17) that 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Part (ii) of Lemma 3.5 indicates that, in general, it is difficult to determine an optimal lower bound for E max 1≤k≤n |ξ k | γ without additional information about the dependence structure of {ξ k , k ≥ 1}. We point out that, even for stationary stable sequences, it is an open problem in general to determine sharp (i.e., up to constant factors) upper and lower bounds for E max 1≤k≤n |ξ k | γ .
Here are some partial results. For symmetric stable or infinitely divisible sequences, some lower bounds can be derived from Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.2 in Talagrand (2006). For example, if {ξ k } is a stationary sequence of symmetric α-stable (SαS) random variables such that α ∈ (1, 2] and there exists a constant δ > 0 such that ξ k − ξ j α ≥ δ for all k = j (where ξ α denotes the scale parameter of ξ), then E max 1≤k≤n |ξ k | ≥ K(log n) (α−1)/α . On the other hand, Samorodnitsky (2004) studied the rate of growth of the partial maxima M n = max{|ξ k | : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} of a stationary α-stable sequence {ξ k , k ≥ 1} based on the ergodic theoretical properties of the underlying flow. He discovered that (i) if the stationary SαS process {ξ k , k ≥ 1} is generated by a dissipative flow then M n grows always at the rate of n 1/α and (ii) if the stationary SαS process {ξ k , k ≥ 1} is generated by a conservative flow then M n grows at the rate slower than n 1/α . Samorodnitsky (2004, p.1440) conjectured that many other important properties of {ξ k , k ≥ 1} will also change as the underlying flow changes from being dissipative to being conservative. In particular, we believe that, if X = {X(t), t ∈ R} is a (self-similar) SαS process with stationary increments, then the uniform modulus of continuity of X depends on the nature of the flow generating the stationary sequence ξ k = X(k+1)−X(k) (k ≥ 0). This idea will be pursued further elsewhere.
Combining Lemma 3.5 with the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have the following result on modulus of continuity for general self-similar processes with stationary increments, which is an improvement of Corollary 3.2. In the special case of N = 1 and X = {X(t), t ∈ R} being an α-stable process, it recovers Theorem 2 in Kôno and Maejima (1991b). Proof Again we use the ℓ ∞ metric in R N . For every n ≥ 1, let D n be defined as in (3.2) . Then the sequence {D n , n ≥ 1} satisfies the conditions in Section 2. The self-similarity and stationarity of the increments of X imply that, for every τ n ∈ D n and
Hence we apply Lemma 3.5 to the normalized sequence {
Hence (3.21) follows from (3.22) and Theorem 2.1.
Applications to stable random fields
In this section we apply the results in Sections 2 and 3 to harmonizable-type α-stable random fields with 0 < α < 2. Similar methods can be applied to other types of stable random fields, or more generally, infinitely divisible processes.
Harmonizable-type stable random fields with stationary increments
Let X = {X(t), t ∈ R N } be a real-valued stable random field defined by
where M α is a rotationally invariant α-stable random measure on R N with control measure ∆, which satisfies
This condition assures that stochastic integral in (4.1) is well-defined, see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994, Chapter 6) for further information. The measure ∆ is called the spectral measure of X and its density function, when it exists, is called the spectral density of X. It can be verified that the stable random field X defined by (4.1) has stationary increments and X(0) = 0. Denote the scale parameter of X(t) by X(t) α . Then for all t ∈ R N ,
Similar to Gaussian processes, this function plays an important role in studying sample path properties of stable random field X defined by (4.1). For simplicity, we will assume that the spectral measure ∆ is absolutely continuous and its density function f (x) satisfies the following condition
where K 11 , K 12 > 0 and H ∈ (0, 1) are constants. As shown by Theorem 4.5 below, the parameter H determines the smoothness of the sample function X(t). Now we provide some examples of stable random fields satisfying the condition (4.4). 
It is easy to verify that the α-stable random field Z H is H-self-similar with stationary and isotropic increments [or stationary increments in the strong sense in terms of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994, p.392)]. The random field Z H is a stable analogue of fractional Brownian motion B H of index H and serves as an important representative for understanding harmonizable-type stable random fields. Even though the results on local times of Z H [Nolan (1989) and Xiao (2008) ] and uniform modulus of continuity [see Theorem 4.5 below] show that Z H shares many sample path properties with B H , little has been known about the sharpness of these results and the existing tools do not seem to be capable for attacking these problems. It is an interesting (and challenging) task to develop new methods for studying the fine structures of Z H and other stable random fields.
Example 4.2 [Fractional Riesz-Bessel α-stable motion] Consider the stable random field X = {X(t), t ∈ R N } in R defined by (4.1) with spectral density
where η and γ are positive constants satisfying
and c(α, γ, η, N ) > 0 is a normalizing constant. When α = 2 [i.e., the Gaussian case] such density functions were consider by Anh et al. (1999) . Since f γ,η involves both the Fourier transforms of the Riesz kernel and the Bessel kernel, Anh et al. (1999) called the corresponding Gaussian random field X the fractional Riesz-Bessel motion with indices η and γ. They showed that these Gaussian random fields can be used for modeling simultaneously long range dependence and intermittency. In analogy to the terminology in Anh et al. (1999), we call X the fractional Riesz-Bessel α-stable motion with indices η and γ. Clearly, the spectral density f γ,η (x) in (4.6) satisfies (4.4) with H = (2(η + γ) − N )/α. Moreover, since the spectral density f γ,η (x) is regularly varying at infinity of order 2(η + γ) > N , by modifying the proof of Theorem 1 in Pitman [17] we can show that, if 2(γ + η) − N < α, then X(t) α is regularly varying at 0 of order (2(η + γ) − N )/α and
We will see that the modulus of continuity of X is determined by (4.7).
The following result provides information on the maximal moment of harmonizable-type stable random fields. It is more precise than Part (i) of Lemma 3.5. (4.4) . Then for every 0 < γ < min{1, α}, η > 0 and n ≥ 1,
where {D n , n ≥ 1} is the sequence defined in (3.2) .
In order to prove Proposition 4.3, we will make use of a LePage-type representation for X, which allows us to view X as a mixture of Gaussian process. This powerful idea was due to Marcus and Pisier (1984) and has become a standard tool for studying sample path regularity of stable processes. For more information on series representations of infinitely divisible processes and their applications, see Rosiński (1989 Rosiński ( , 1990 We need some notation. Let µ be an arbitrary probability on R N which is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure λ N . Denote by ϕ = dµ/dλ N the Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ, so µ(dx) = ϕ(x) dx. Assume that
• {Γ j , j ≥ 1} is a sequence of Poisson arrival times with intensity 1;
• {g j , j ≥ 1} is a sequence of i.i.d. complex valued Gaussian random variables such that g j d = e iθ g j for all θ ∈ R and E(|Re g 1 | α ) = 1;
• {ξ j , j ≥ 1} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with values in R N and density function ϕ;
• the sequences {Γ j , j ≥ 1}, {g j , j ≥ 1} and {ξ j , j ≥ 1} are independent. We denote the expectations with respect to {Γ j , j ≥ 1}, {g j , j ≥ 1} and {ξ j , j ≥ 1} by E Γ , E g and E ξ , respectively.
The following lemma is from Biermé and Lacaux (2009); see also Kôno and Maejima (1991a) and Marcus and Pisier (1984) .
Lemma 4.4 For any family of complex-valued functions
where Z α is a complex-valued, rotationally invariant α-stable random measure on (R N , B(R N )) with Lebesgue control measure. Then
where d = means equality in finite dimensional distributions and
In the above, for every t ∈ R N , the random series (4.9) converges almost surely and C α is the constant given by
Proof of Proposition 4.3 Choose two positive constants η and β such that N − 10) where the constants K 13 and K 14 are chosen such that R N ϕ(x) dx = 1. By Lemma 4.4, the stable random field X defined by (4.1) with spectral density f (x) has the same finite dimensional distributions as 11) where the function h(t, x) is defined by h(t, x) = e i t,x − 1 f (x) 1/α . Hence it is sufficient to prove (4.8) for Y .
Conditional on {(ξ j , Γ j ), j ≥ 1}, Y is a Gaussian random field with incremental variance given by 12) where the inequality follows from (4.4) and K > 0 is a constant. Hence by using (4.12) and Lemma 3.4, we have
(4.13)
It remains to show that (4.8) follows from taking expectations on both sides of (4.13) with respect to {ξ j , j ≥ 1} and {Γ j , j ≥ 1}. Note that, for every j ≥ 1, Γ j is a Gamma random variable with density function
It is elementary to verify that there is a constant K > 0 such that
and
Since γ ∈ (0, 1), we use the elementary inequality (x + y) γ/2 ≤ x γ/2 + y γ/2 and Jensen's inequality to derive
(4.16)
Since I 1 and I 2 can be estimated by using the same method, we only consider I 2 below. Taking the expectation E ξ first, we have
(4.17)
By (4.10) and a change of variables, we derive
) .
(4.18)
Note that, because of the choice of β, the first integral is constant. Similarly, we also have
By (4.14), (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19), we obtain
Similarly, we can derive
Combining (4.16), (4.20) and (4.21) we obtain
) . The following is a consequence of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 2.1. Proof It follows from Proposition 4.3 that for all η > 0 and integers n ≥ 1,
Thus, X satisfies (2.1) with σ(h) = h H (log 1/h) 1+η α . Since η > 0 and 0 < γ < α are arbitrary, (4.23) follows from Theorem 2.1.
Harmonizable fractional stable sheets
For any given 0 < α < 2 and H = (H 1 , . . . , H N ) ∈ (0, 1) N , we define the harmonizable fractional stable sheet Proof Let ρ be the metric on R N defined in (2.9) and let { D n , n ≥ 1} be the sequence defined in (2.10). We claim that for all integers n ≥ 1, 0 < γ < min{1, α} and η > 0, 
